
Deliverables For Clients IMMJ-MA Intensive 2 - 2017 

Publication: China Daily / Asia News Network / CCTV  1

Commissioning Editor: DJ Clark 
Series Producer: Andrea Deng 
Brief: A six-part multimedia series on disability issues in Beijing, China 
Students will produce: 
• 1 x 2.5 min main video 
• 1 x 8 - 12 picture photo essay 
• 1 x short text story no more than 400 words 
• 1 x graphic (Photograph overload with a quote or impact stat) 
• 1 x 30 second teaser video 
• The above elements may appear in a single scrolling story that should take 5 - 7 

minutes to consume 
• The above elements will also be used as stand alone content across social 

platforms 
• If you do not carefully follow style guidelines submissions will be rejected 

Video Attributes (MAIN VIDEO) 
 
SETTING UP 
Edit in a timeline of 1920 x 1080 25P 

VIDEO EXPORT 
Export in a H.264 format 
Encode it from high bitrate to medium bitrate 
See Screen-grabs below for Premiere & FCPX 
Note: Finally China Daily will re encode to a smaller MP4 file suitable for web 
upload to Facebook etc, Andrea will demo this quickly if time.  
It’s good practice to export a Hi Res Master file too for your own archive 

 CCTV may require a different video export settings. Lester can brief on Thursday1



 

VIDEO STRUCTURE GUIDANCE 
HOOK (10 to 20 seconds) — Choose your strongest visuals to populate the first 10 - 
15 seconds. Remember the first 3 seconds are really critical and must hook an 
audience. Between 3 and 10 seconds of your ‘hook footage’ or sound byte a title 
slide (see ‘Title Template’ provided in folder) will overlay video footage and hold 
for 4  seconds.  

You might go for a purely visual shorter hook or a slightly longer one including a 
short sound byte. So you may either choose to SHOW or SHOW & tell with your 
hook. (Do not place the title slide over any sound bytes however. The sound byte 
would need to come before or after the title).  

Main narrative After your 10 to 20 second hook you should go straight into your 
story. This will be a trend, issue or profile story conveyed through a first person 
narrative. It will need to include some key narrative elements of exposition, 
conflict, climax, resolution and some kind of kicker or ending. Keep to 2.5 
minutes.  

Music - We have selected a 15 second intro track that will be uniform across the 
whole series. (see music tracks provided in folder). We have also selected two 
other tracks, we hope that 3 groups will use one and 3 groups will use the other. 
The tracks are full versions meaning they have a long track, also shorter versions. 
You can cut and use the tracks as you please. Use music at the start in breaks or 
points of change or emotion and at the end. Do not overlay a ‘blanket track’. Keep 
the music minimal and thoughtful and let the ambient sound tell the story.  



Breathing room - Do not jam pack your films with sound bytes allow some 
breathing room for audience to digest information and for your beautiful visuals to 
SHOW and drive your story.   
Sound mix Make it smooth as a milkshake. Dialogue should be at around -6, 
ambient at around -12. Audio must be smoothed! Use J & L cuts. Use fades.  

VIDEO STYLE ELEMENTS 

Title Series and story title style reference (see ‘Title Template’ provided in folder) 



Subtitles on single lines, (no double lines unless absolutely necessary) be sure to 
cut with visual cuts, having a subtitle over a footage cut doesn’t work. White 
Helvetica 68 with drop shadow. Use gradient png file (in the folder) for text 
against a light background. 
 

For other titles, lower thirds, locations and credits use the (‘Sample Video 
Graphics’ PSD provided in folder) to create PNG files. Tutors can quickly demo this 
if needed.  

Text Overlays - Text overlays should be one or two lines within an opaque grey 
colour box (see ‘Text Overlay Template’ png provided in folder). Use text overlays 
to join the dots in your character’s story, and / or to add wider issue based 
context.  

Keep that context limited, 3 to 8 powerful, relevant pieces of information or 
figures will be enough. Text overlays should be one or two lines - if you can’t fit in 
the box, try breaking down the sentences but each sentence has to have a specific 
meaning. 

For example: 
Instead of “Disneyland Hong Kong and Ocean Park, two of the city’s largest theme 
parks, both recorded losses and witnessed a decline in the number of visitors in 
the past fiscal year.”  

Simplify it and break it up into 2 or 3 text slides:  
Text slide 1: The city’s two largest theme parks recorded losses. Text slide 2: and 
declining visitors in the past fiscal year. 

Do not put text overlays and sound byte subtitles on screen at the same time. 
An audience cannot read and process two pieces of written information at once.  



Place text overlays in one of four corners depending on visual. You could slightly 
adjust the width of the colour box but not the length. Fade in and fade out the 
text overlay. 

Use your video editing software to write text: 
• Font - Adobe Gothic Std  
• Size 80  
• Line spacing -50  
• Highlight some keywords with color code #66cccc  
• Use full stops 
• Do not centre text, justify to the right or left 
 

AUDIO 
- MIX TRACK - fill both audio channels. I.e - make sure the audio is coming out 

both ears on your headphones. If you have recorded your interviews on a mono 
lab mic you will need to dual mono the audio tracks. Tutors can demo if needed.  

- Make sure the sound transition is smooth, use L & J cuts.  
- Make sure sound bytes is around -6 to -12, make sure music does not compete 

with sound bytes  



Teaser Video 

Guidelines: 
- Text overlays using the same text overlay style as in the main video 
- Text slides should give a brief summery of what the story is about, without 

giving too much detail, and end with “Click the link for full video and more.” 
- No more than 30 seconds. 

Reference: 
1. NYT’s 30-second teaser video for a multimedia story about desertification in 
Gobi.  teaser: https://m.facebook.com/story.php?
story_fbid=10150942497234999&id=5281959998 
 full story: https://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2016/10/24/world/asia/
living-in-chinas-expanding-deserts.html?smid=fb-nytimes&smtyp=cur  

2. China Daily’s Urban Tales 20-second teaser of its 2-3min character-driven video 
story 
 teaser: https://youtu.be/QZBB0Bw8QlE 
 full story: https://youtu.be/wqm7pdUV_4M  

3. Al Jazeera’s 101 East, 1-min teaser for its 25-min investigative video 
 teaser: https://www.facebook.com/101East/videos/1393314757368667/?
hc_ref=PAGES_TIMELINE  
 full story: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fSRz_rhH8LA 
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INFOGRAPHIC 
- Can either be a QUOTE or IMPACT DATA 
- Make in Photoshop with layers and save as a PSD & JPEG 
- Size 1920 pixels across x 1080 pix / 72 DPI 
- Use an opaque black gradient if necessary  
- Colour scheme consistent with the one of text overlay 
- Font Gill Sans light or regular for quote or impact data @18pt / Name or source 

in italic @14 pt 
- Include series hashtag #disABILTY Gill sans regular @28pt 
- Save as highest quality jpeg 
- (see ‘Infographic sample’ psd provided in folder) 

References: 
 
 



 

PHOTOGRAPHY 
A selection of 8 to 12 photos with captions. For captions think what, when, who, if 
relevant you might add extra details. Accuracy is imperative. Add captions in ICPT 
fields and make a word doc.  



TEXT STORY + STORY INFO 
- Text story should be no more than 400 word that starts with a quote or one-

sentence lead that summarises your story. Provide more detailed background 
information of the issue or the trend, that’s not outlined extensively in the 
video. But keep some rich human elements in the text e.g. a brief mention of 
your character with one or two quotes. Describe scenes, smells sounds - 
transport us! 

- Provide story title / headline, and short descriptions of your story that cater to 
different social media platforms. (See attached file China HIGH TEXT) 

- Think of your big story and little story. Your video will focus on the small story 
but pull in a little of the bigger story. Your text story will focus on the bigger 
story or issue but still pull in some of the smaller human story(s).  

- You may use secondary sources for context, however if you can call or email for a 
direct quote that’s much preferred.  

- DO ATTRIBUTE SOURCES of FACTS and FIGURES AND WITH HYPERLINKS. Also add 
actual URL’s as footnotes for editors to double check if needed.  

- Export as a Word document 

COVER IMAGE (Video Thumbnail) 
- Create a cover image for the video using the Video Cover psd file (without the 

media logo). This cover image will be used potentially in Facebook and Youtube.  
- Also provide the original image used in creating your cover image. 
- Pick a graphic picture that looks good small & large. Same as Title Template. 

Bright colours work well, so do faces. This will be used for Vimeo / Youtube. 

STYLE GUIDE 
“Being told that you're inspirational when you're doing something 
ordinary is an assault on your self-concept,” explained HolLynn D'Lil, a 
wheelchair-user, in Mainstream magazine.”  
- Language is important, refer to the NCDJ style guide: 
- http://ncdj.org/style-guide/ 
- Sufficient contextual knowledge of the subject is critical - You need to know 

some basic contextual history about disability in China 
- Good backgrounders: 
- http://www.ilo.org/wcmsp5/groups/public/---asia/---ro-bangkok/---ilo-beijing/

documents/publication/wcms_142315.pdf 
- http://www.ilo.org/wcmsp5/groups/public/---asia/---ro-bangkok/---ilo-beijing/

documents/publication/wcms_469048.pdf 
- Proofread your work thoroughly 
- Every piece of information must be FACT CHECKED. Assign a fact checker for 

each group and switch for editing between groups. Independent fact checking 
will be done at China Daily, however if your work is problematic in terms of fact 
checking the whole piece is likely to be rejected. You will also damage our 
programme reputation, and weaken opportunities for future students. DETAILS 
ARE IMPORTANT. If you need to call someone to verify a name, age, date or detail 
do so. 
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